
Buenos Aires City Walking Tour - 

Shared

 Learn all there is to learn about the magical city of Buenos Aires.

On this comprehensive tour of one of Latin America’s most beautiful cities, you will develop a 
genuine Argentine streetwise savvy, as well as discover all of the amazing landmarks and 
neighbourhoods that make this such a special place to be. Appreciate the streets that made the 
famous tango singer, Carlos Gardel, title a song Mi Buenos Aires Querido (My Beloved Buenos 
Aires). 

Your urban adventure begins the moment you become acquainted with your charismatic guide, 
thanks to whom you will obtain a much deeper insight into the histories behind every building 
and monument. And, in order to cover as much terrain in as little time as possible, this tour 
makes use of Buenos Aires’ effective and ubiquitous public transport, namely buses and 
subways, to swiftly get you from every A to every B. 
Visit historical buildings that shoulder fascinating tales and myths, and breath-taking 
monuments and unforgettable streets seething with personality. 

Become a part of this outstanding metropolis that has brought so many artistic figures to the 
world, from actors like Ricardo Darin to writers like Jorge Luis Borges. Feel enraptured by the 
thrill and the romantic buzz of the city of football and tango, two of the elements that most have 
contributed to moulding this place’s charming character. By the end of the day, you will not 
want to part ways with this gem of the Atlantic coast. 

 Languages

English and Spanish 

 Redeem information

 : Printed Voucher type
Printed Voucher. Print and bring the voucher to enjoy the activity. 

 Location

 Starting point:
Defensa 831, San Telmo - AR 
Florida 971, in Retiro 
Pick-up time From Monday to Friday: Retiro: At 10:30am. Saturdays and Sundays: San Telmo: 
At 10am. 

 : Same as starting point End point

 Schedule

 Opening dates
10:00 - 18:00 

 : 7 Hours Duration

 Guiding options

Guiding type: Guide 
Group type: Shared
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Guide

 From  To  –  1,  0Dates: 20/05/2019 23/05/2019 Adults: Children:

Category Date Days Price

Tour in English 20/05/2019 1 35.45 €

Tour in Spanish 20/05/2019 1 35.45 €

 Activity for:

Families
 Argentina Country:

 Buenos Aires Region:

 Defensa 831, San Telmo Address or meeting point:
 Activity duration:

Half-day morning

Included
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